The book was found

The Hidden Mickeys Of Walt Disney World
So what exactly is a Hidden Mickey? Quite simply, it’s an artistic representation of Mickey that was intentionally placed amid the architecture and design of the parks and resorts. Oftentimes it’s the familiar three-circle shape of his ears and head. Other times it might be a profile of his face or a full-body silhouette. Walt Disney World Guests with keen eyes can tell you that Mickey pops up all over the resort, often in the most unexpected places. With this resortwide scavenger hunt, you’ll be guided toward each Hidden Mickey, first with a general hint—if you’re up for a challenge—and then with a very specific clue. It’s so much search-and-find fun, you might forget about your FastPass reservation for Big Thunder Mountain Railroad!
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**Customer Reviews**

As a fellow reviewer, I was skeptical to not only purchase, but to preorder a product that had no reviews on it. Wow, did I find exactly what I was looking for. Kevin Neary does a great job of describing an all inclusive, up to date list of all the Hidden Mickeys throughout the "World." He sections the book based on each park and has an extra section for the resorts. Whereas other books have made finding the infamous, or should I say infaMOUSE, mouse a scavenger hunt, Neary put all his findings into a cognitive list. With beautiful pictures, this book is complete. The book itself is taller and slimmer, a perfect size to slide right into your "park" bag. I’d definitely recommend this book to anyone who is scavenging for the Mouse!
This a superb little book. Small enough to take to the park in my backpack. The color photos are excellent and the text is concise and well written. There are pictures of some of the hidden Mickeys which will make them easy to find. A well written and fun book to take on my trip to WDW.

Excellent Book! Lots of pictures. Good info. I’d give the book more stars if I could!

Better than I expected. Can't wait to use this book on our next Disney trip.

Great
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